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SOCIOLINGUISTICS ACCORDING TO EXPERT

Basil Bernstein (United Kingdom, 1924)

Sociology of language and the structure of pedagogical discourse, establishing a determining relationship 

between the way of speaking and the social class of the person.

William Labov (United States, 1927)

The relationship between language and the social situation of the speaker and raised the idea that the way 

a language is used varies between people and their circumstances.



Language Variation

In sociolinguistics a language variety, also called a let, is a specific form of a

language or language cluster. It is a general term for any distinctive form of a language or

linguistic expression. This may include languages, dialects, registers, styles or other

forms of language, as well as a standard variety. 

Linguistic commonly use language variety as a cover term for any of the

overlapping subcategories of a language. Variation at the level of the lexicon, such as

slang, argot, jargon, register, and idiom is often considered in relation to particular styles

or levels of formality (also called registers), but such uses are sometimes discussed as

varieties as well



Slang denotes low linguistic register words, phrases, and usages that in their

conversation special groups like teenagers, musicians, or criminals favor over standard

counterparts in order to establish group identity and exclude outsider in its earliest

attested use (1756), the word slang referred to the vocabulary of "low or disreputable"

people. 



PROBLEM

In this world, there is constant advancement and development. These

developments resulted in an innovation that is certainly very beneficial to

humanity in the world. Communication technology development is a

continuous process that will take place throughout time. Changes in areas of

daily communication are unavoidably brought about by the advancement of

communication technology. Technology drives people to use the language on

social media. People can communicate with different people’s languages,

variations, and accents through internet networks and sites. One of the

language variations is slang. When people write on social media captions

certainly use slang. Because social media is area of informal language. User

sometimes difficult to getting meaning of slang words in Application

WhatsApp.



Research Methodology

The method that are using by the researcher is the qualitative descriptive method.

Since the resulting data is presented in the form of words or description not

formulating in number. The data taking from What Sapp group of Author especially

Teenagers. Propose the population data from group WhatsApp of Author and taking

sample of this study members in Teenagers Group WhatsApp.



Result And Discussion

The method that are using by the researcher is the qualitative descriptive method.

Since the resulting data is presented in the form of words or description not

formulating in number. The data taking from What Sapp group of Author

especially Tteenagers. Propose the population data from group What Sapp of

Author and taking sample of this study members in Teenagers Group What Sapp.

The data are collected through the following observation of theenagers Chat on

What Sapp Application. After that, the writer classified which data belong to

Slang word and getting meaning in literal.



These table shown Result of Slang Words and Literal 
Meaning on WhatsApp Aplication in Teenegers



Research

SLANG WORD CONTEXTUAL MEANING

CRYBABY WHINING

SPILL THE TEA TELLING GOSSIP

EASY PEASY BUT NOT LEMON 

SQUISHI

VERY EASY

BRASS MONKEYS VERY COLD

JELLY JEALOUS

SWAG COOL



Research

SLANG WORD CONTEXTUAL MEANING

GJ GOOD JOB

Y WHY

BTW BY THE WAY

NOOB NEWBIE

ZZZ SLEEPING

IMO IN MY OPINION



Research

SLANG WORD CONTEXTUAL MEANING

ON POINT REVEALING SOMETHING GOOD

OBVI OBVIOUSLY

YOU PUSH MY BUTTONS YOU MAKE ME ANGRY

BIG GUNS POWERFUL PEOPLE

ASS OUT BROKE

FISHY SUSPICIOUS
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